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About This Game

In Guiding Hand VR the player is tasked with protecting and leading a small community of gnomes. Help them gather
resources, build a village and defend it against waves of wolves and other, darker things, emerging from the mist.

 

Strategy:

Find good defensive spots to place your buildings.

 

Gather Resources:

Assign the gnomes different tasks, or grab your hammers and do it yourself.
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Fight:

Your bow along with your defensive structures will give you a shot at surviving the dark nights.
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Title: Guiding Hand VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Winter's Chill Studio
Publisher:
Winter's Chill Studio
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8.1 or later

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970 / AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

English
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When I start the game I only get a white screen. I can alt-tab out of the game, but the game it selv dosn't do anything.

Trying to use borderless gaming (http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/388080\/Borderless_Gaming\/) dosen't help either.

I don't know if it's a problem unique to my pc, so here's my specs and OS:

gtx980

i7 3770

16gb ram

windows 10. Game Dev Vanished...

Game needs more content. I really enjoyed this DLC... especially with the new addition of the TREASURE RADAR. Made
finding all the treasure (EXCEPT GOLD COINS) a lot easier. I still wish there were a tool to help find the coins... has to be
most difficult and annoying part of the game. But the game itself is beautiful and surprisingly fun. I bought this DLC on sale
and it was appropriately priced for under $3. The two new levels were beautiful - but don't offer too much more in the way of
actual missions. All in all this is a different and creative game. A nice break from the rest of the FPS genre.
. If you like RPGs this game is for you. Plays very much like Baldur's gate. A great game to test your mental skills and as it's
said your friendship too. At the end of match you'll definitely want to kill someone "who spoiled everything". Really funny with
friends, relaxing and challenging solo - especially crazy difficulties - it's just CRAZY!
Good music choice - not annoying for me. Funny dancing.
Additional activities (like kicking everyone or foorball) help to distract from minesweeping.
Lack of chat or any communications within the game but it's not a big problem when playing woth friends.
A possibility to kick a player from the game would be nice.
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This loco is a sub-par. PZB is broken, stuck on 55 mode, which is way too low. Display on the left constantly shows that parking
brake is applied and the engine is off. Tractive Effort digital display constantly shows 111%, instrument lights are not present.
Atleast loco physics are decent. Buy RSSLO \u00d6BB 2016 instead.. Good. I like cutting the apex, and if you select the second
1st person camera, so not the static 1st one, but the one that makes you feel like you are realy on a motorcycle, its makes it great
to ride an realy look in the corners. by the way, if you select the rain option it rains!! i mean it rains man!!. Its got MotoGP,
Rooky cup, moto 2 and moto 3, all with diferent bike's and riders, so lots to select, and al the tracks. you can select diverent
weather tipes. and lots more. fisics are good.
i think it is a best buy.. this pack, like others, is very detailed and it encludes about 5 ships i think? anyway, some people say
2.99 is a lot of money...... I'm glad Steam has great sales, otherwise I might have never seen this game or played it. This is only
$2 right now and I think it's worth every penny and more! Hacker Evolution let's you be that hacker you always see in the
movies trying to hack into something. "I only need one more minute. Just give me a minute." I played about 30 minutes so far
and just think it's really cool. The whole game as far as I can tell is just typing commands into a console and it is very satisfying.
Their are mods and different skins for your console too. The music is pretty decent and feels like good music to hack to.
Anyone who ever thought of being a spy or just a hacker, should play this.. the game was far too short with no really goal, not
good, disappointing. What a horrible game!
I love Tetris and wanted to play some Tetris like game, but this was just PITA.

1. It runs in Unity. Uh oh, that's a bad sign.
2. Start a new game... WHAT DO I DO? How do I rotate? A nice "How to" on first run of game would be nice if you're not
using "classic" keys to rotate.
3. Oh no, you're close to the wall, you shall not rotate a piece here! You're close to a laid piece, YOU SHALL NOT ROTATE
OR MOVE AWAY, drop your piece here.
I could go on, but wasted too much time on really trying hard to like this game by playing it some more.

I want my money back.. As a fan of DBD I preordered this game but didn't have time to play on release. I tried to play now and
there are no players. Can't even refund for some unknown reason, just dissapointment all around with this one.. By far one of
the best visual novels I've ever purchased, and I have too many to count at this point.

The translation to English was smooth (albeit there are some errors, but those are unavoidable), the art work was beautiful, the
music was well done, and the story flowed well. I believe the amount of choices throughout the novel are well-spaced, and have
a suitable amount of impact to the story line to make them more fun than a chore. The visual novel has an entrance sequence,
which was really fun to listen to and see previews to each individual romance featuring the main three characters. It also has an
official credit song, which was great as well.

Another feature I really enjoyed was the voice acting of the characters. I normally avoid keeping the voices on, as they tend to
be poorly done and the Japanese distracts me when I am trying to focus on an English sentence (as my brain is trying to translate
while reading my native language). However, this voice acting was almost professional quality, and I really enjoyed listening to
the characters speak! I read pretty quickly, but found myself pausing to listen to the full Japanese version of the text before
proceeding to the next piece of dialogue.

I strongly recommend this visual novel to anyone who prefers a girl-loved story without all the nudity that tends to come with
them.

Reader bewarned, I am about to go into depth with some of the things I disliked below, which contains spoilers for storylines
that can be experienced in the visual novel. If you don't want any major story spoilers, please only read the first paragraph of my
review. Thanks!

--

While I loved this visual novel, and praise it highly, I had a bit of an issue with the "thinking" mechanic that it uses. I think it's
really cool to involve the reader / player of the visual novel with solving mysteries, however solving said mysteries was nearly
impossible and the choices would impact your game negatively without you even realizing just how big of an impact it has right
away. The things this visual novel expect you to notice and figure out right away is astonishingly impossible (there is one that
involves figuring out a character's name via 'the language of flowers', which is a hard thing to figure out unless you have a) read
the book they are referencing her name from and b) know flower language).
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Of course, I understand it's meant to be challenging, however there were some of these mysteries that took me four or five times
to figure out by going back into saves. The most annoying part was that for some of them, it never explained just WHAT was
wrong, or that I had been incorrect right away.

Aside from the mystery solving mechanic, my next gripe is about the Mayuri ending. For the most part, I felt that the transitions
and the relationships in the game were built well and that character traits were fleshed out and well explained. However, the
moment you reach the pivotal moment of the romance beginning on Mayuri's route, the transitions regarding the romantic
scenes between Suoh and Mayuri feel more sloppy and rushed. Mayuri jumps from being heartbroken, to being in love with
Rikka, to being in love with Suoh in the matter of weeks. I wish that the romance would have been extended to grow over the
course of time, like the friendships had been.

Then, just as I was beginning to prepare for the ending of the game, the romance suddenly was ended via Mayuri leaving the
academy. In my humble opinion, it was left unclear if Mayuri had left of her own volition, or if she had been expelled. Shortly
after receiving the information, Suoh tearfully prays for the first time, and then the game abruptly ends. It left a sour taste in my
mouth, and made it hard for me to want to go back and play through Rikka's romance in fear that the same abrupt ending would
occur.

I'm all for tragedy and star-crossed lovers, but the relationship had just been created for the reader to adjust to, only for it to be
swept under the rug. Over all, it left the ending feeling cheap.

Other than those two gripes, I still adored this story, and plan to go back and replay it in the future for Rikka's romance. Like I
said, the music was absolutely gorgeous (seriously, the credit songs were awesome!), the artwork was stunning, the flow of the
story (apart from Mayuri's romance story) was great, and the voice acting was the best I've ever heard for a visual novel.

Definitely will be looking for other games from this company! :). wait a year or 2 before buying. I swear I put a review for this
game
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